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Overview

Our service

In a world where technology has helped
streamline all sorts of transactions,
conveyancing is one industry that’s been
lagging behind - not anymore.

At Settle Easy, we’ve transformed
conveyancing by automating, simplifying
and streamlining the entire process.

Our expert local conveyancers service
anyone buying or selling property and
connect with stakeholders across the
real estate ecosystem.

We improve the conveyancing
experience for buyers and sellers in a
number of different ways, including:

our next generation, user-friendly online conveyancing platform, to streamline
the process

an expert, first-class conveyancing and customer service team

improved communications through automation via email and sms

a national presence with dedicated local conveyancers across every state

a real-time dashboard to keep our customers up-to-date 

integrations with key industry partners for the mutual benefit of businesses and
respective customers.
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At the back-end, we are a community of experienced, trusted lawyers and
conveyancers who will take care of all your conveyancing needs, answer any
questions you may have and keep you updated, every step of the way.
Our professional team of property lawyers and conveyancers are supported by the
very best technology. We deliver a seamless experience for anyone transferring real
estate.

First-class professionalism through dedicated
customer service and improved transparency

Settle Easy are proptech forerunners and
have developed an online conveyancing
system that does just that. It provides an
efficient, transparent process for our buyers
and sellers and we couldn’t be happier with
the partnership.

First time selling a house, everything was
made very easy and stress free. We were
walked through the entire process step by
step and received regular updates, it couldn’t
have been made easier. We will certainly be
using Settle Easy again.

I was impressed - understatement of the
century, with Settle Easy. In all the years I've
been in the industry I've never worked with
someone who absolutely cared so much about
our mutual client. I know that the vendor put
Settle Easy through their paces, but they made
it extremely easy for me as an agent and was
always on call for the vendor as needed.

Being first homebuyers - we were so grateful
to have Settle Easy on our home buying
team! Everyone who worked with us went
above and beyond, were incredibly
responsive, advocated for us and most
importantly, they held our hands and
supported us throughout the home buying
process. Thank you so much Settle Easy!!!

A streamlined service and improved insights
through automation

Cost effective servicing, local conveyancers
and the ability to scale fast

Our community

Our model

Recommended

Mike McCarthy, Director, 
The Barry Plant Group

Gerard Hillier
Customer | Seller

Justin Turner, Director, 
Hodges Real Estate

Megan Dunster
Customer | Buyer

Quality

Platform

Community
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Our partners continue to serve as an integral part of our business.

We are constantly expanding our networks and integration capabilities to provide our
customers with a seamless, end-to-end property experience.

We are ready to scale as we expand nationally. We expect to become the dominant
force in this market, and fast.

We are currently looking for the right partners who share our vision and want to join
us on the journey.

Sam Almaliki
Co-Founder and CEO
0415 371 271
sam.almaliki@settleeasy.com.au

Beth Oleyar
Head of Marketing
0401 371 759
beth.oleyar@settleeasy.com.au

Our partners

Let’s talk
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Your online
conveyancing 
experts
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